
 

   NORTHUMBERLAND   COUNTY   COUNCIL 
 

TOWN   AND   PARISH   LIAISON   WORKING   GROUP  
 
At   a   meeting   of   the    Town   and   Parish   Liaison   Working   Group       held   in   the 
Committee   Room   1,   County   Hall,   Morpeth,   NE61   2EF    on    Thursday   7   September 
2017    at    11.00   am 
 

PRESENT 
 

Councillor   G   Roughead 
(in   the   Chair) 

  
MEMBERS 

 
Cessford   T 
 

Wallace   R.  
 

TOWN   AND   PARISH   COUNCILLORS 
 

Anderton   M 
Dunn   L 
Francis   D 
Potts   J 
Sambrook   A 
 

Taylor   C 
Varley   A 
Wallace   A 
Wood   M 
 
 

OFFICERS 
 

English   D 
 
Jones   P 
 
Ketley   M 
Kirsop   T 
Little   L 
Sanderson   J 
 

Neighbourhood   Planning   and 
Infrastructure   Manager 
Director   of   Local   Services   & 
Housing   Delivery 
Head   of   Planning   Services 
Community   Regeneration   Manager 
Democratic   Services   Officer 
Senior   Planning   Policy   Manager 

ALSO   PRESENT 
 

Dodd   R 
Jackson   P 
Sanderson   HGH 
Rickitt   S 

Business   Chair 
Leader   of   the   Council 
Cabinet   Member 
NALC 

 
11. APOLOGIES   FOR   ABSENCE 
 

Apologies   for   Absence   were   received   from   G   Askew,   P   Dawson,   D   Ledger,   D 
Nicholson   and   D   Woodard. 
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12. NOTES   OF   PREVIOUS   MEETING 
 

The   notes   of   the   previous   meeting   held   on   Thursday   15   June   2017   were 
received. 
 
In   response   to   a   question   regarding   the   notification   to   Town   and   Parish 
Councils   (T&PCs)   of   financial   information   related   to   budget   setting,   Councillor 
Jackson,   Leader   Northumberland   County   Council   (NCC)   advised   that   a 
financial   review   was   currently   being   undertaken   to   allow   the   new 
Administration   to   gain   a   clear   picture   of   the   Council’s   finances   and   challenges 
and   therefore   the   timescale   for   the   budget   setting   process   would   be   extremely 
tight   this   year.      The   Administration   were   very   keen   to   have   conversations   with 
T&PCs   regarding   services   within   their   areas   which   it   was   felt   could   be   better 
managed   on   a   local   basis.      An   email   would   be   circulated   to   T&PCs   by 
Northumberland   Association   of   Local   Councils   (NALC)      to   advise   contact 
should   be   made   with   P   Jones,   Director   of   Local   Services   &   Housing   Delivery   if 
T&PCs   wished   to   provide   additional   or   enhance   existing   services   within   their 
own   area. 
 
It   was   agreed   that   the   notes   of   these   Liaison   Groups   would   be   published   on 
the   NALC   website   and   work   was   currently   being   undertaken   to   transfer   T&PC 
pages   on   NCC’s   website   to   the   NALC   website. 
 

13. ENVIRONMENT   AND   LOCAL   SERVICES   UPDATE 
 

Councillor   Sanderson,   Portfolio   Holder   for   Environment   &   Local   Services 
provided   an   update   as   follows:- 
 

● The   council   welcomed   the   announcement   regarding   the   dualling   of   the 
A1   south   of   Morpeth   and   that   the   green   route   which   was   the   council’s 
preferred   route   had   been   agreed.      It   was   expected   that   further 
consultation   would   take   place   in   2018   with   a   start   date   in   2019   with 
completion   in   2022/23. 

● Verge   cutting   -   improvements   had   been   made   and   the   verge   cutting 
programme   had   mostly   been   completed   in   July.      Some   locations   had 
not   been   completed   due   to   wildlife   issues.   It   was   hoped   the   programme 
could   be   repeated   next   year   and   this   will   form   part   of   the   Council’s 
budget   considerations.. 

● Weed   Spraying   -   the   Administration   would   like   to   see   improvements 
within   budget   constraints   and   was   reviewing   the   way   the   service   was 
delivered   to   look   for   improvements.  

● The   LTP   process   had   been   made   simpler   and   it   was   hoped   an   update 
would   be   provided   shortly   to   see   how   this   had   worked.      Feedback   was 
requested   to   be   provided   by   the   end   of   the   month.      In   respect   of   a 
question   regarding   reducing   the   size   of   the   list   that   T&PCs   had   to   pick 
their   top   three   schemes,   Councillor   Sanderson   advised   that   the   list 
included   schemes   which   had   previously   been   rejected   along   with   those 
put   forward   directly   by   members   of   the   public. 

● The   bridges   programme   was   progressing   well   with   111   out   of   130 
completed. 
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● The   Council   had   been   successful   in   bidding   through   the   Challenge 
Fund   and   secured   £5m   DfT   funding   with   the   Council   contributing   £1.5m 
to   create   a   £6.5m   programme   to   improve   three   specific   stretches   of 
rural   roads   that   were   important   to   the   County’s   economy   in   terms   of 
timber   extraction,   quarrying,   tourism   and   local   traffic.   Funds   would   be 
spent   on   improving   the   worst   roads   in   the   Kielder   area;   £3m   on 
improving   the   network;   £50,000   to   tackle   potholes   with   each   Councillor 
offered   the   opportunity   to   bid   for   funds   for   small   patches   of   road 
surfacing   where   repeated   potholes   kept   occurring.  

● A   car   park   study   had   just   been   completed   in   the   Alnwick,   Berwick, 
Hexham   and   Morpeth   areas   where   large   numbers   of   complaints   had 
been   received.      It   was   expected   that   an   initial   report   would   be   produced 
in   November   2017.  

● An   apology   was   provided   in   relation   to   the   difficulties   encountered   in 
trying   to   contact   the   Street   Light   Section   in   relation   to   the   Street 
Lighting   Contract.      Staff   had   been   overwhelmed   by   the   volume   of   calls 
and   steps   were   being   made   to   address   this   issue.      In   response   to   a 
question   regarding   the   timing   of   remedial   works,   the   Working   Group 
was   advised   that   the   programme   was   ⅔   complete   although   there   was   a 
problem   regarding   the   main   subcontractor   at   the   current   time,   as   they 
had   recently   gone   into   administration   and   this   required   new 
subcontractors   to   be   procured   which   may   impact   on   the   timeframe   for 
completion   of   the   programme      An   updated   programme   for   completion   of 
the   LED   street   lighting   project   was   being   prepared   and   it   was   still   hoped 
that   the   programme   would   be   fully   completed   by   the   end   of   August 
2018   including   any   remedial   work.   The   Director   of   Local   Services   would 
investigate   the   problem   specifically   raised   about   a   lighting   column   in 
Bedlington. 

 
The   advance   notification   to   T&PCs   of   any   major   roadworks   and   utility   works   in 
each   area   was   welcomed   and   a   request   was   made   for   updates   to   also   be 
provided   on   how   major   works   were   progressing.      Area   Managers   would   be 
requested   to   provide   this   information   and   a   request   was   also   made   that   all 
information   provided   be   specific   to   each   area. 
 
The   Director   of   Local   Services   confirmed   that   the   offer   of   more   business   type 
relationships   were   still   offered   between   NCC   and   T&PCs.      Councillor 
Sanderson   advised   that   it   was   hoped   to   visit   as   many   T&PCs   as   possible   to 
discuss   issues   and   that   some   refinement   of   existing   partnership   agreements   / 
service   level   agreements   may   be   required. 
 

14. PLANNING   ISSUES 
 

(a)    Neighbourhood   plan   position   statement   -   presentation 
 

David   English,   Neighbourhood   Planning   and   Infrastructure   Manager,   provided 
a   powerpoint   presentation   on   Neighbourhood   Planning   (a   copy   of   which   will   be 
circulated   with   these   notes).  
 
He   advised   that   the   Localism   Act   2011   provided   power   to   T&PCs   to   develop   a 
vision   for   their   neighbourhood   and   shape   development   and   growth   of   their 
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local   area   by   protecting   and   enhancing   community   facilities;   protecting 
important   local   green   spaces;   and   identifying   the   location,   size,   design   and 
layout   of   new   housing. 
 
Within   Northumberland   there   were   16   Early   Neighbourhood   Plans   where 
areas   were   designated   but   had   not   yet   entered   into   the   formal   stages   of 
consultation   and   examination   -   these   carried   no   weight   in   the   making   of 
planning   decisions.      There   were   5   Emerging   Neighbourhood   Plans   which   had 
been   written   in   draft   form   and   consultation   had   started   -   weight   to   be   given   in 
the   making   of   planning   decisions   increased   as   the   Plans   approached   the 
referendum.      There   were   3   Made   Neighbourhood   Plans   (Allendale,   Morpeth 
and   Alnwick   &   Denwick),   these   had   completed   the   full   regulatory   stages   of 
plan   preparation.      These   now   formed   part   of   the   Development   Plan   and 
decisions   must   be   made   in   accordance   with   the   Plan   unless   material 
considerations   indicated   otherwise. 
 
The   support   available   from   the   Neighbourhood   Planning   Team   for   T&PCs 
thinking   about   making   Neighbourhood   Plans   was   outlined. 
 
(b)   Lessons   learned   from   Neighbourhood   Planning 
 
The   Allendale   Experience 
 
Jan   Simmonds   from   Allendale   Parish   Council   was   in   attendance   to   provide 
information   on   the   making   of   the   Allendale   Neighbourhood   Plan,   which   had 
been   the   first   rural   Parish   in   the   Country   and   the   first   in   the   North   East   to   be 
made.      As   they   were   the   first   some   funding   had   been   available   but 
nevertheless   it   had   been   a   difficult   experience   which   had   taken   nearly   four 
years.   They   had   received   a   tremendous   amount   of   help   and   support   from   the 
Neighbourhood   Team   and   other   organisations   wishing   to   gain   experience   in 
the   creation   of   the   Plans.         A   number   of   Plans   were   now   available   and   T&PCs 
could   use   these   as   a   starting   point   for   creating   their   own. 
 
She   advised   that   it   had   been   a   major   time   commitment   and   T&PCs   should 
consider   having   a   dedicated   sub-committee   with   community   representatives 
and   liaison   with   young   people   had   also   been   found   to   be   useful.      The 
development   of   the   Plan   should   also   be   a   regular   item   on   the   T&PC’s   agenda 
and   timing   in   relation   to   other   things   on   their   agendas   and   also   in   relation   to 
local   elections   should   also   be   considered.         T&PCs   should   also   think   very 
carefully   about   what   they   wanted   to   achieve,   what   the   community   wanted   to 
achieve   and   to   make   sure   that   it   could   be   delivered.  
 
She   advised   that   training   for   Councillors   should   be   undertaken   prior   to 
commencement   on   what   was   a   Neighbourhood   Plan   and   would   also 
encourage   the   use   of   social   media   to   engage   with   the   community.      Whilst   it 
had   been   a   long   process,   Allendale   now   had   an   easily   accessible   document 
which   was   the   first   line   in   considering   planning   applications   and   this   allowed 
them   to   object/support   applications   on   the   basis   of   the   plan   allowing   greater 
focus   to   discussions.   She   commented   that   the   only   disappointment   was   the 
interpretation   that   Planning   Officers   sometimes   had,   but   overall   it   was   an 
excellent   tool   and   well   worth   the   effort. 
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The   Morpeth   Experience 
 
Nick   Best   from   Morpeth   Town   Council   was   in   attendance   to   provide 
information   on   the   making   of   the   Morpeth   Neighbourhood   Plan.      He   advised 
that   the   Plan   covered   5   Parish   Councils,   50   sq.   miles   had   taken   4   years   to 
prepare   at   a   cost   of   £30,000.      He   advised   that   all   planning   applications   must 
now   meet   the   Plan   Policies   but   T&PCs   should   be   very   careful   with   the   wording 
and   to   ensure   that   words   matched   the   intended   outcome. 
 
Plans   should   support   growth   and   not   conflict   with   National   or   Local   Plan 
Policies   and   whilst   Neighbourhood   Plans   could   not   set   housing   limits   they 
could   identify   principal   housing   areas   and   employment   areas   along   with 
settlement   boundaries.         The   Steering   Group   needed   to   be   aware   of   what   the 
community   wanted   and   to   achieve   a   consensus   of   opinion.      The   Plan   needed 
to   be   sound   and   robust   in   order   to   pass   examination   and   referendum   and   be 
written   so   that   the   community   could   understand   it.      T&PCs   should   be   aware 
that   if   Neighbourhood   Plans   were   made   prior   to   adoption   of   the   Core   Strategy 
then   they   would   be   superseded   by   it   and   policies   should   be   written   in 
preparation   for   this.  
 
It   was   very   important   that   a   full   audit   trail   of   decisions,   along   with   a   record   of 
all   community   engagement   was   kept.      T&PCs   would   require   a   lot   of   support 
from   the   Neighbourhood   Planning   Team.      He   considered   that   it   had   been 
worth   the   large   amount   of   work   as   Morpeth   now   had   local   policies   and   a 
framework   in   place   which   would   protect   the   area   following   the   withdrawal   of 
the   Core   Strategy.      The   Plan   also   provided   evidence   to   create   the   Town   Action 
Plan.         He   advised   that   he   was   a   DCLG   champion   for   Neighbourhood   Planning 
and   would   be   happy   to   help   other   T&PCs. 
 
In   response   to   a   question   regarding   timescale   for   refreshing   the   Allendale 
Neighbourhood   Plan,   it   was   reported   that   as   Allendale   only   considered 
approximately   50   planning   applications   each   year,   the   time   spent   in   the 
formation   of   the   Plan   had   been   disportionate   and   therefore   it   would   be   at   least 
3   years   before   it   was   looked   at   again.      It   was   also   clarified   that   funding   had 
been   provided   by   CPRE   however   this   was   for   initial   training   and   to   promote 
the   uptake   of   Neighbourhood   Plans. 
 
The   Chair   stated   that   the   information   had   been   very   informative   and   thanked 
all   involved   for   their   input. 
 
(c)   Core   Strategy   Update 
 
Joan   Sanderson,   Senior   Planning   Policy   Manager,      provided   a   powerpoint 
presentation   to   update   the   Working   Group   on   the   Core   Strategy.         A   copy   of 
the   presentation   would   be   circulated   along   with   the   notes   of   the   meeting.      She 
advised   that   the   Northumberland   Local   Plan   had   been   focussed   on   the 
preparation   of   two   documents,   the   Core   Strategy   and   Delivery   Document.      The 
Core   Strategy   had   been   submitted   to   the   Secretary   of   State   for   examination   on 
7   April   2017   and   had   subsequently   been   withdrawn   following   a   Council 
decision   on   5   July   2017.  
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The   Planning   System   was   a   Plan   Led   System   and   Section   38(6)   of   the 
Planning   and   Compulsory   Purchase   Act   required   that   regard   must   be   had   to 
the   development   plan   in   making   decisions   under   the   Planning   Act   and   that 
such   determinations   should   be   made   in   accordance   with   the   development   plan 
unless   material   considerations   indicated   otherwise.      She   advised   that   the 
Statutory   Development   Plan   for   Northumberland   currently   comprised   of:- 
 

● LDF   Core   Strategies   and   other   development   plan   documents 
● Saved   Structure   Plan   Policy   S5:   Green   Belt   Extension 
● Saved   Local   Plan   Policies 
● Made   Neighbourhood   Plans 

 
 

A   Position   Statement   had   been   prepared   and   approved   by   Cabinet   on   27   July 
2017   to   assist   those   interested   in   development   proposals   with   the   next   steps 
to   enable   the   Council   to   reconsider   the   approval   of   the   Local   Plan   for 
Northumberland   outlined.   It   was   confirmed   that   a   commentary   of   the 
presentation   would   also   be   provided   for   circulation. 
 
In   response   to   numerous   questions   regarding   timescales,   it   was   noted   that 
Officers   were   working   on   a   proposed   timetable   at   the   present   time   and   this 
would   be   published   as   soon   as   possible.      It   was   commented   that   if   T&PCs 
started   the   Neighbourhood   Plan   process   then   this   information   could   be   fed   into 
consultations   regarding   the   Core   Strategy. 
 

15. REFRESH   OF   THE   LOCAL   CHARTER 
 
A   copy   of   the   Local   Charter   with   suggested   changes   had   been   circulated   with 
the   agenda   as   Appendix   A.      It   was   noted   that   this   was   meant   to   be   a   refresh 
rather   than   a   whole   scale   review   of   the   Charter.      In   respect   of   the   suggested 
change   of   name   to   Northumberland   Local   Council   Charter,   it   was   thought   that 
this   could   possible   cause   confusion   with   the   County   Council’s   newly   created 
Local   Area   Councils.      It   was   suggested   that   it   should   be   called   Town,   Parish 
and   Community   Council   Charter.  
 
As   it   was   considered   there   was   no   pressure   from   T&PCs   for   a   whole   scale 
review   of   the   Charter   then   it   was   suggested   that   it   would   be   of   more   benefit   to 
wait   for   information   on   what   services   the   County   Council   would   expect   T&PCs 
to   take   on   following   their   financial   review   and   budget   setting   process.      A 
suggestion   was   made   to   allow   talks   this   year   on   what   services   could   be 
transferred   with   the   actual   transfers   taking   place   the   following   year.  
 
It   was   agreed   that   the   Charter   should   be   refreshed   at   the   current   time 
including   a   change   to   allow   a   review/refresh   to   take   place   yearly   and   not   just 
following   an   election   with   a   Working   Group   set   up   at   the   review   stage. 
 
Councillor   Sanderson   asked   that   a   report   be   prepared   for   Cabinet   in   October 
outlining   the   proposals   for   the   Charter. 
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16. AGENDA   FOR   ANNUAL   CONFERENCE   (5   OCTOBER   2017) 
 

The   draft   agenda   for   the   Annual   Conference   was   circulated   as   Appendix   B   to 
the   agenda.      It   was   confirmed   that   an   invitation   had   been   circulated   to   all 
T&PCs   with   a   reminder   being   sent   that   day.      It   was   suggested   that   T&PCs 
should   also   be   reminded   that   only   two   representatives   from   each   T&PC   should 
attend.      The   programme   for   this   year’s   conference   would   mainly   be   delivered 
by   the   new   Administration   with   only   one   session   in   the   afternoon   and   no 
evening   session   as   had   previously   been   the   practice.      It   was   commented   that 
1½      hours   for   registration/marketplace/refreshments   was   felt   to   be   too   long.  
 

17. UPDATE   FROM   NALC 
 
S   Rickitt   advised   that   all   T&PCs   with   railway   stations   on   the   main   East   Coast 
line   had   received   an   update   in   respect   of   Operation   London   Bridge.      Two 
smaller   parishes   would   not   be   holding   events,   one   of   which   was   due   to   a 
Police   Assessment   stating   that   it   was   an   unsuitable   location.      All   other   T&PCs 
were   in   dialogue   with   the   Emergency   Services. 
 
Suggestions   for   a   training   programme   had   been   requested   for   the   next   12 
months   with   a   need   for   a   course   on   the   use   of   social   media   identified.      In   order 
to   encourage   transparency,   there   had   been   a   push   to   encourage   smaller 
parishes   to   create   websites   with   44   now   signed   up   to   the   NALC   portal.  
 
The   Annual   General   Meeting   would   take   place   on   Saturday   7   October   2017   at 
Pegswood   Hub   with   the   National   Executive   in   attendance.  
 

18. URGENT   BUSINESS 
 
Tony   Kirsop   advised   that   the   Council   were   looking   at   providing   information   at 
bus   stops   via   a   new   system   which   had   been   trialled   in   Longframlington. 
Timetable   changes   would   be   emailed   to   Parish   Clerks   and   they   would   change 
the   information   at   the   bus   stops   which   would   also   allow   the   information   to   be 
placed   in   other   appropriate   places.      Discussions   with   bus   operators   would   try 
to   ensure   that   changes   to   timetables   would   only   take   place   twice-yearly   (apart 
from   school   routes).         A   full   working   model   would   be   available   at   the 
Conference.  
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